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Effect of Readability
Abstract
This study evaluated how test readability affects results of a New York State Living
Environment (Biology) Regents examination. In an effort to determine what percentage
of middle school students might struggle with such an exam because of a lack of
sufficient English/Language Arts (ELA) abilities instead of a just a lack of science
knowledge, two versions of a section of a Regents exam were administered to six 8thgrade classes at a suburban school. Readability of the exam was altered for one group by
rewording questions and multiple-choice answers; scientific content and vocabulary
remained unaltered for all In all classes, students given the "ELA-friendly" version of
the exam scored several points higher on average than the students with the unaltered
version, suggesting that students with strong biology abilities may still fail the exam if
their reading skills are not equally strong.
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Effect of Readability on Living Environment Regents Exam Question Success
With emphasis being put on school districts to better prepare students for college,
secondary schools may increase the number of International Baccalaureate and Advanced
Placement classes offered in high school. With only so many hours available for high
school students to take courses, the increase on college prep classes has a trickle-down
effect onto lower grades: middle schools may be expected to increase the percentages of
students taking classes and exams previously considered only for high school students.
Such is the case in the Wayne Central School District in New York State, where it is
hoped that all 8th-grade students will take and pass the New York State Living
Environment (Biology) Regents Exam. Despite the school district's assumed strengths in
teaching and student mastery of the required life science content, it is questioned whether
the majority of the district' s 8th-grade students have the necessary language skills to be
successful on the test. The effect of readability and language demands of the exam
warrants investigation, as does student literacy level compared to the wording of
individual exam questions. A key issue of the validity of the Regents exam was explored
here: if the assessment was reworded into a more approachable language style, would the
students have a better chance to demonstrate their mastery of the life science content and
vocabulary? Is the readability of the exam a limitation to success in the Regents Living
Environment (LE) course? To what extent do literacy and reading comprehension skills
contribute to Regents science test scores? How can a student be expected to correctly
answer a science test question if he or she cannot understand what the question is asking?
The purpose of this study was to help determine the degree to which readability
poses an obstacle to the demonstration of mastery of science content as it pertains to the
LE Regents Exam, and to explore the validity of the exam regarding the science content
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knowledge or English Language Arts (ELA) abilities of the students to whom the test is
administered. It was hypothesized that the LE Regents test is written at a literacy level in
excess of the average 8th-grader's abilities) that exam readability hinders success of
students in possession of the necessary science skills but having low reading ability, and
that to increase student success rate teachers must incorporate comprehension, decoding,
and literacy strategies into the science cuniculum or expect 8th-grade science students to
already possess above-grade-level reading skills before attempting the biology
assessment. With so much riding on high-stakes assessments such as the New York State
LE Regents Exam, it was necessary to clarify how much these tests simply measure
English language abilities rather than science knowledge, and to determine which reading
or test-taking strategies can maximize student success.
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Review of Literature
Much has been written, debated, and researched about the definition and
implications of the term science literacy (Branscomb, I 981 ; Lee & Fradd, 1998; Murphy,
Beggs, Hickey, O'Meara, & Sweeney, 2001; Roberts & Gott, 2004) and one' s
interpretation of the individual words and term as a whole may affect pedagogy of the LE
Regents coursework. The literature revealed that great attention has been given to how
students acquire science content knowledge and skiUs via written material, and that
concerns exist about the readability of scientific literature when it is used to acquire such
content knowledge. (Branscomb, 198 I ; DiGisi & Yore, 1992; Mallinson, Sturm &
Patton, 1950; McCallister, 1930) Factors that affect validity of assessments have also
been well researched (Fletcher, Francis, Boudousquie, Copeland, Young, Kalinowski &
Vaughn, 2006; Hewitt & Homan, 2004; Homan, Hewitt & Linder, 1994; ShorrocksTayJor & Hargreaves, 2000; Wiggins, 1998; Zawicki, Jabot, Falconer, Maclsaac, Henry,
& Fischer, retrieved 2006.) Interestingly, however, there appears to be a relative lack of

published research speci£cally conducted regarding the invalidation of science exams
due to low reading comprehension abilities of those students taking the exams (Zawicki,
et al., 2006.) The literature further stated that this dearth of content vs. ELA validity
research has become more evident, and that the need for research in this area has recently
risen. (Hewitt & Homan, 2004; Homan, Hewitt & Linder, 1994)

Science Literacy

It seems reasonable that the purpose of the LE Regents exam is to assess students'
scientific literacy as it pertains to biological aspects of science content. However, the
terms science literacy or sciemific literacy are documented in the abundant literature to
imply different meanings to different people, and no one authoritative group appears to
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have clarified its definition. (Branscomb, 1981; Murphy, et al., 2001) The most literal
definitions include "'Knowing how to know, ' 'understanding science, ' 'the ability to read
scientific writings,' or 'the ability to pursue systematized human knowledge"'
(Branscomb, p.S) and "a continuum of understanding about the natural and the designed
world" (Murphy, et al., p.190). These researchers seemingly implied that science literacy
not only is the knowledge of the science content itself, but also includes the ability to
communicate scientific ideas both in writing and verbally, and to understand content-rich
literature, such as that literature found in textbooks. Such a take on the matter would
seemingly incorporate the ability to read and comprehend science test questions like
those found on the LE Regents and to respond effectively to short-answer, science-based
problems.
Bybee (1997) discussed how the term scientific literacy is valid as a definition, a
slogan, and as a metaphor. When used as a slogan rather than a definition, the term
served to unite people behind an idea representing the very purpose of science education;
as a metaphor, the term referred to "being well-educated and well-informed in science, as
opposed to merely understanding scientific vocabulary" (Murphy et al., 2001, p.190).
She went on to explain various degrees of scientific literacy from nominal (lowest) to
multi-dimensional (highest); a nominally scientifically literate student might be tripped
up by the readability of an exam such as the LE Regents, but a multi-dimensionally
literate biology student would not. Branscomb (1981) took the term further and went on
to define eight types of scientific literacy, including methodological (understanding how
to properly apply hypotheses and experimentation,) professional (officially participating
in the process of systematizing human knowledge and making it available to others,)

universal (understanding and coping with the natural phenomena of an average citizen's
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daily life,) technological (understanding and selecting the best tools and toys for human
needs,) amateur (encompassing science fiction media and readers of magazines like

Popular Mechanics or Psychology Today,)joumalistic (translating and prioritizing
sophisticated jargon from scholarly scientific journals for the laity,) policy (politicians
making public decisions based upon scientific ideas and consequences,) and public policy
(the general public's exercising its will knowledgeably to influence officials in decisions
requiring scientific information and evidence.) Branscomb went on to state that such
scientific literacy requires a full set of complex skills that are not independent of each
other and goes beyond merely reading and writing science literature. Because Bybee and
Branscomb included general language abilities as vital parts of scientific literacy, they
could be expected to deem the LE Regents a fair, valid assessment of biological scientific
literacy of students exhibiting the full range of ELA skills.
Roberts and Gott (2004) studied scientific literacy in the United Kingdom and
argued for greater emphasis on its teaching and assessment. Their definition of the term
included the ability to solve problems and conduct open-ended investigations, which
encompassed both a substantive understanding and a procedural understanding of the
scientific content, and emphasized the need for a critical understanding of the role of
evidence. Language skills like explanation and discussion, Roberts and Gott argued, are
a key component of scientific literacy and are simply not escapable in the realm. Roberts
and Gott went on to detemline how various measures of such scientific literacy might be
validly and reliably assessed; their findings will be discussed later in this review of
literature under Test Validity.
Although the term scientific literacy has been used in the United States since at
least the l960's, the term is not as common in the United Kingdom ' s educational circles.

8
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(Murphy, et al.) In the UK, the term more commonly simply denotes the public's general
understanding of science while Murphy, et al. used it to mean the minimal knowledge
and skills required --- including ELA-based knowledge and skills --- to access whatever
information is desired. Their research studied whether compulsory school science
classes, added to the British curricula for all students ages 11 through 16 only in 1991,
improved scientific literacy of the students. The study found evidence to indicate that
compulsory science in the secondary school curriculum may indeed be effective in
raising the general level of scientific literacy, although not all science concepts and
disciplines demonstrated the same correlation between compulsory science coursework
and increased scientific literacy of those areas.
Lee and Fradd (1998) also stressed language skills as a key constituent of science,
emphasizing that scientific literacy includes academic discourse, social discourse, and
cultural understanding. Their article summarized several researchers' findings on the
scientific literacy of American students from non-English-language backgrounds (NELB)
and alleged that the lack of consideration to students' general literacy, language, and
cultural understanding may account in part for the underrepresentation and alienation of
NELB students in science. They noted that prominent American science education
standards documents (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1989,

1993; National Research Council, 1996) generally agree that scientific literacy involves
not just knowing and doing science, but talking science, as well.

Genera/Literacy in Content Areas
The literature revealed a great deal about how general literacy (i.e., reading and
writing abilities) effects learning in the content areas. As early as 1930, McCallister

(1930) argued that students must be able to perform numerous types of reading activities
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to effectively study content subjects such as history, mathematics, and science. He
hypothesized that success in such areas is conditioned largely by the ability to read and
studied the kinds of reading difficulties that pupils encounter when learning various
intermediate content subjects. In one study conducted by McCallister during the 1926-27
school year, students were expected to interpret the directions, study reference materials,
and write a report showing their solution of a problem pertaining to how mean solar time
and standard time differ from Philadelphia versus a location 5° west of that city. The
research indicated that students typically encountered difficulties not only with the
science knowledge required to be successful with the problem, but also in just reading
and interpreting the directions accurately. In subsequent studies, McCallister identified
the "manner of attack" (p. 195) for the problem could be as much of an obstacle as
reading ability was. Analysis of the studies' data revealed 50 different reading
difficulties encountered in history, mathematics, and general science classes: 12 of these
difficulties occurred only in the science classes but may have occurred in the other
subjects• assessments as well. Two of these 12 were "Confusion in following form for
written work because directions admit of more than one interpretation,, (p. 196) and
"Meager understanding caused by skimming rapidly through material which should have
been read intensively" (p.197). He noted that these difficulties were not caused by the
nature of the science subject matter but instead by the reading abilities and manner of
attack of the problem by the students. McCallister went on to recommend that pupils
receive specific training in the reading activities adapted to the demands of each subject.
Additional investigations conducted by McCallister suggested the need for guidance in
overcoming reading difficulties with both content vocabulary and with superficial
reading.
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Mallinson, et al. (1950) studied the reading difficulty of textbooks in elementary
science and published their work in 1950; subsequent studies by other researchers suggest
that certain reading problems created by expository, content-based text have not been
remedied over time (Bryant, Linan-Thompson, Ugel, Hamff, Hougen, 2001; Bryant,
Vaughn, Linan-Thompson, Ugel, Hamff, & Hougen, 2000; Mastropieri, Scruggs, &
Graetz, 2003.) Mallinson, et aL mentioned that too large a percentage of the difficult
words in science textbooks were not scientific or technical words~ these difficult words
were thus deemed unnecessary and believed to only complicate the problems that readers
already encountered while trying to use textbooks to learn content. The study of
Mallinson, et al. found that all the 5th.grade science textbooks studied were written at a
reading difficulty level above the ability of the typical pupil who had completed 4th grade,
but that the 6th-grade science textbooks were only slightly above the average reading
level. The researchers concluded that reading difficulty of the textbooks might have been
partially responsible for the inability of students to easily comprehend the science topics
and concepts presented.
Bryant, et al. (2000) continued this theme in their 2000 study of Reading

Outcomes/or Students with and without Reading Disabilities in General Education
Middle-School Content Area Classes. The purpose of the investigation was to determine
the effects of a multicomponent, multidisciplinary reading intervention taught by the
middle school core team teachers (science, social studies, ELA, and math,) based on the
hypothesis that struggling readers need more proficiency in word identification, fluency,
and comprehension in order to read and ]earn from content-area texts. The researchers
noted the considerable emphasis of new vocabulary, connection of ideas, and
organization of information in the texts of middle school content literature. Pupils
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showed statistically significant advancement in word identification, fluency, and
comprehension across all three student groups studied (average achievers, low achievers,
and students with reading disabilities). One important outcome observed by Bryant,
Vaughn> et al. and commented on frequently by the teacher teams was the extent to which
the content-area, non ELA- teachers gained confidence in providing reading instruction to
struggling students and valued the need for reading skills to be taught in each content
area rather than by the ELA te.acher alone.
Bryant, et al. (200 1) furthered the work ofBryant, Vaughn, et al. (2000) in their
investigation of the professional development for teachers on reading strategies of
inclusive content-area classes. Instruction in the use of context clues, reading fluency,
and comprehension monitoring were deemed essential to better learn from content-area
text, which tends to be more expository than the more narrative text typically found in
ELA text. This study also took advantage of the interdisciplinary teaming commonly
found at the middle school level so that the reading strategies had an increased likelihood
of transferring across contexts. The researchers noted that the content-area teachers
commented about how their pupils previously spent so much of their focused energy on
figuring out words, that they didn't know what the text was talking about, and that the
non-ELA teachers felt at a loss as to how to best address the reading problems of the
students. The outcome of the study was that content teachers expressed a need for more
materials that could better match their students' reading abilities, and that these teachers
gained confidence in their ability and need to provide instruction in reading strategies in
their content classes. It was concluded that content teachers will focus on reading
strategies if they view them as helpful, even when the strategy is not a perfect-fit with
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their curriculum or high-stakes assessment, and that teachers believed that middle school
was the last chance for struggling readers in content-area courses.
Also discussed in the literature were the many challenges struggling readers at the
secondary level must overcome in order to succeed in content-area classes, such as
textbook readability level being higher than the assigned grade levels, the unfriendly
nature of content-area texts in terms of organization and structure, and the text's
emphasis of breadth over depth in content coverage (Masteropieri, et al., 2003). These
researchers noted that content textbooks tend to contain densely worded paragraphs that
include an overwhelming number of concepts, facts, and details with insufficient
explanation. They went on to cite Yager's (1983) conclusion that more new vocabulary
words were introduced in a single year of science than in a year of a foreign language
class, and to observe that curriculum in science is cumulative, tending to build from unit
to unit, so that struggling readers feel they can never catch up with the content.
Masteropieri, et al. ' s investigation provided evidence that teachers can implement a
simple summariza6on card strategy to increase the success of struggling readers of the
content-area information, despite the fact that just learning to use such a strategy was not
easy for students with disabilities, especially combined with difficult-to-read content-area
textbooks. They stressed the need for more research into the use and implementation of
various strategies with difficult texts, and urged textbook publishers to both improve the
considerateness of textbooks and to provide more supplemental materials useful to
students with reading difficulties.
Additional literature (DiGisi & Yore,

1992~

Rickey & Stacy, 2000) revealed that

student metacognition (essentially what students think about and how aware they are
about their thinking processes) while reading appears to affect comprehension of
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scientific literature. Yore and Craig (1992) and Craig and Yore (1992) reported findings
that metacognitive knowledge about science reading does not consistently increase with
the grade level of the writers, and admitted to finding that such metacognition was rather
difficult to define and measure. They found little research evidence to support that
expository writing in other subject areas would apply to comprehension issues dealing
specifically with scientific expository materials, but concluded that knowledge about
comprehension of science text varies between poor and good readers. Rickey and Stacy
reported findings that implied that promoting metacognition was a key aspect of
"thinking like a scientisC (p. 918) and helped to emphasize the aspects of problems in a
chemistry class. They believed that teaching metacognitive skills was a promising
approach to helping students learn, use, and communicate the necessary content
knowledge.
Casteel and Isom ( 1994) noted that many students who have difficulty reading
and comprehending science content also have limited proficiency in listening, reading,
and writing in general. They believed that literacy-based instruction could support
students' knowledge of science content and stated that literacy processes are the actual
means by which the content is learned. They cited Postman (1986) who claimed,
"Biology is not plants and animals. It is a language about plants and animals" (p.540).
Their research analyzed Guthrie's findings (1991) that science process skills and literacy
process skills overlap in important ways and concluded that the Scientific Method
paralleled the literacy processes of purpose setting, predicting, organizing ideas,
composing, evaluating, and communicating.
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Readability of Scientific Literature
Readability itself has several measures and purposes, as noted by several
researchers (Baker & Gollop, 2004; Gunning, 2003; Meyer, 2003; Paul, Nibbelink, &
Hoover, 1986). Gunning studied how readability affected and was used in classrooms.
He hypothesized that students who were given materials in excess of their reading
abilities would be more likely to fail to progress, would be frequently off-task, may
exhibit more behavioral problems, and may become so frustrated that they wiU simply
give up. He identified possible sources of reading difficulty such as number of dependent
clauses, personal references, prepositional phrases, words per sentence, and hard words,
but identified that the two factors most efficient at predicting text difficulty were
vocabulary and sentence length. He noted that it was these two factors that most modem
readability scales measured, out of the more than one hundred formulas that exist.
Gunning went on to examine how a few of the more common scales were used in schools
in detail. He concluded that the New Dale-Chall Readability Formula was one of the

most carefully validated, particularly for grades three to 12. He felt that the Spache scale
was outdated and best only for grades one and two, while the Wide Range Formula
worked well up to 6th grade but needed an updated word list. Because the Fry graph was
not copyrighted, Gunning noted its appearance in numerous publications and its ease of
use, which bases difficulty estimates only on sentence length and number of syllables per
word. The Flesch-Kincade formula was concluded by Gunning to underestimate the
difficulty of nonfiction books like science texts; he suggested that this was because of the
specialized vocabulary not accounted for when only number of syllables is calculated.
He stated that nonfiction simply tends to be more difficult than fiction, and noted the
caution that the creators of the ATOS formula posed to readers to specifically consider
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content factors. The ATOS formu]a takes into account book length and whether it is
fiction o r nonfiction, in addition to other, more common, readability factors. Gunning
seemed to like the ATOS's complexity and availability. For science, Gunning found
Chall, Bissex, Conrad, and Harris-Sharples' Qualitative Assessment of Text Difficulty
most useful to teachers, because it has six different scales, one of which is just for the
biological sciences and another one just for the physical sciences. Gunning further
concluded that existing readability scales still only assess a few of the many factors that
determine readability; print size, font, illustration quality, number of words per page,
density of concepts, and general appeal need to be considered when calculating
readability, but are not assessed by most formulas. He was happy to report that the
formulas generally tended to agree with each other, finding that differences of more than
two grade levels were relatively rare. He recommended that formulas that yield higher
readability levels were preferable to lower-yielding formulas because there is less chance
that a conservative formula will underestimate the difficulty level of a book, and that
contextual factors like student background and capabilities be accounted for.
The literature (Baker & Gollop, 2004; Meyer, 2003; Paul, et al., 1986) also
revealed that some research has been conducted into specifically how readability affects
content knowledge, learning, and assessments. Paul, et al. researched the effects of
readability on the difficulty levels of mathematics problems, but did not see even a hint of
an effect of readability level on problem difficulty. They stated their opinion that past
researchers had not adequately isolated readability as the independent variable in studies,
and thus researched how math story problems written between the 2nd and 7th grade
levels, as detennined by the Harris-Jacobson Formula 2, Dale-Chall, and Spache
readability scales, affected math exam success for students in the 3rd through 6th grades.
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Paul et al, concluded that the readability level of the problems did not affect the
students' abilities to solve them, and that the only correlation that could be made was that
students did better on math tests with more schooling. They expressed their beliefs that
as long as a math story problem is only a "few grades" (p. 170) above grade level, there
exists no substantive effect on the student's ability to solve it.
Baker and Gollop (2004), noting that lay people seek information when ill or
during medical crises from medical texts, and under the assumption that the ability to
make infom1ed health decisions is one of the primary reasons for lay people's scientific
literacy needs, conducted a study on the readability of medical textbooks and health
information, which are dense in biological science concepts. Results showed that the
material was written well above the reading ability of library and information science
(LIS) students and the average person, but that lowering the readability level alone
probably would not adequately address the issue of medical, science, and health-related
illiteracy. The researchers could not find much correlation between the highest grade
completed in school with comprehension level of the medical texts, but with very few
exceptions, they concluded that a layperson would require at least 12 years of education

in order to successfully read and comprehend the medical infonnation. They found that
40% of the material was written in the passive voice, and raised concerns that this factor
may further contribute to making the information about diseases in these texts more
difficult to read. This study was unique in that it did not include the use of a standardized
reading comprehension test as found in many other readability studies.
Meyer (2003) drew attention to readability by asserting that readability is often
determined by the relationship between the questions asked about a document and the
document itself She felt that standard readability approaches worked well for predicting
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test performances about understanding documents, but would not be reliable in
determining the readability of scientific literature like a prescription label without the
explicit questions associated with it She, Like Gunning, commented on the benefits of
the Chall, et aL six-scale readability formula, but believed that it lacked somewhat in its
ability to account for text coherence and organization. Meyer went on to study signals in
texts: writing devices that highlight certain aspects of content or organiz.ation without
communicating additional semantic content, such as headings, preview statements,
summary statements. and pointer words. She found that readability levels generally
increased with the addition of signaling, primarily due to signaled sentences having
longer length, but that comprehension apparently also increased with signaling. This was
explained to be caused by the signaled sentences better linking cause and effect ideas
with signaling words such as because and since, despite the signaled sentences' longer
length. Her study concluded that training in signaling clues, structure strategy, and
organization of text might improve student comprehension.

Test Validity
Regardless of the wealth of literature about scientific literacy, Literacy in the
content areas, and readability of scientific literature, and the difficulty in weeding out
only the most relevant articles for this literature review, there seems to be a relative lack
of research conducted into determining how readability might affect the validity of
science test scores. For a test to be deemed valid it must measure what it is supposed to
(Wi&:,oins, 1998); in the case of the LE Regents, the assessment must be a good
measurement ofbiology knowledge and skills as defined in the associated curriculum.
For example, few people would declare the LE Regents valid if it were administered to
students who did not read, speak, or understand any English, no matter how adept the
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students were in biology: it could be assumed that the lack of success on such an exam
was because of students not understanding what was being asked, rather than not
possessing the necessary in-depth information of life science. But the literature revealed
that the validity of science exams due to language problems hasn' t been sufficiently
questioned.
Roberts & Gott (2004) revealed concerns with validity of science assessments as
they pertained to "real-world science" and pushed for more practical, lab- and
experiment-based tests of student skill. Despite their views about ELA proficiency being
an intrinsic part of science proficiency, they did not address how the readability of the
test questions themselves might invalidate the demonstration of scientific literacy and the
ability to conduct a proper scientific experiment. Valid science tests were deemed by
Roberts & Gott to be those that included demonstration of student substantive
understanding and procedural understanding. such as how to judge when sufficient
repeated readings have been made and whether a sample is large enough for an
investigation to be valid. In their study of pupils at a small school in northeast England,
they examined how a written test might validly assess procedural, hands-on
understanding. They concluded that a written test might be a valid assessment of certain
procedural, lab-based skills, but that serious points must be considered before advocating
for any such written test to replace or supplement actual lab practical, problem-solving
assessments. Most importantly, Roberts and Gott urged that what was being LesLed in
written tests was only the Bloomian understanding and application of procedural ideas.
but did not involve synthesis, which might be more validly assessed in a lab practical
environment.
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Fletcher, et al. (2006) studied the validity of testing accommodations on highstakes assessments for students with disabilities. They noted that while all students tend
to benefit from certain language-based accommodations like having a test read aloud or
getting extended time, these accommodations are only offered to students with
disabiljties, possibly providing an unfair advantage to those students with the disabilities.
Oral exam accommodations could merely shift from assessing student reading
comprehension skills to assessing verbal comprehension and listening skills, regardless of
the content material supposedly being assessed. The researchers cited Fuchs, Fuchs, &
Capizz:i's findings (in press) that poor readers who are proficient in mathematics tend to
do better when the math test directions and word problems are read to

the~

but that the

effects are generally much larger than those for students without reading difficulties. In
instances such as these, the accommodation seemed to compensate for the effect of the
reading disability that would otherwise serve as an irrelevant source of variance in
students with disabilities, increasing math test validity and not providing much of an
unfair advantage to the disabled students. However, Fletcher, et al. believed that many
test accommodations were being given to students without considering the relation of the
accommodation to the area of academic difficulty, possibly invalidating test scores. They
hypothesized that the degree to which a student benefited from accommodations would
be more apparent in those with stronger vocabulary development and higher levels of
word recognition ability. In other words, accommodations specifically designed to
minimize the impact of vocabulary problems on high-stakes reading comprehension tests
would improve the performance of students with word decoding problems, without
unfairly punishing students without disabilities. Extended time, reading of proper nouns
to students, and reading of stems and possible responses from the comprehension
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questions to students after they had read the passage independently were selected as the
three accommodations given to dyslexic students that were not given to the comparison
group. Data showed the accommodations improved performance for pupils with poor
decoding but had no effect on performance of those students with average decoding,
suggesting that the accommodations were not invalidating the tests nor inadvertently
punishing students without accommodations. The researchers urged, however, that
testing accommodations must reasonably match the assessment purpose and isolate
content material from the disability being accommodated, or test validity could be
compromised.
Shorrocks-Taylor & Hargreaves (2000) argued that the language used in the
mathematics questions has a direct influence on test validjty, and expected results
different from those reported by Paul. et al. (1986) in their attempts to measure the
language demands of statutory math tests administered to 11-year-olds in England.
Noting that although the focus of the assessments is on mathematics, the questions are
presented through the medium of the English language, which potentially compromises
test validity if the words somehow obscure or confuse the mathematical demand.
Because pupils must work independently and British test regulations only allowed tbe
teacher to read aloud a question if the student asks, students must possess both the
confidence to make such a request and the personal recognition that they cannot read the
question unaided. Similar to what has been reported on various exams in Llte UniLed
States, Shorrocks-Taylor & Hargreaves mentioned that there have been criticisms that the
language of the math questions is sometimes difficult or ambiguous, despite the amount
of time and effort put into producing clear, straightforward questions by the experienced
assessment-construction teams The researchers went on to explore the issue of
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readability, stating that it tends only to focus on the text rather than pupil responses to the
text. They discovered that although formal measures of readabilfry abound in the
literature, mathematics text contains unique characteristics that may render traditional
readability formulas inappropriate for measuring mathematical text. Kane's Formula Il
scale, designed specifically for calculating the readability of math, apparently works
better for mathematical text in books rather than the text used in tests. Analysis of math
question structure revealed that most problems set the scene or context, gave information,
and then asked a question. Furthermore, many oftbe math problems studied repeated this
format two or three times within a single question, with the apparent aim of easing the
interpretation load for the students. Agreement between other readability formulas and
teacher judgment of the readability of each math question was also studied in this
investigation. Question length, sentence length and structure, overall clarity, vocabulary,
and support illustrations and diagrams were all considered. similar to what might be
found on certain questions of a LE Regents exam. The data showed that readability
formulas, even those not specifically designed for math, worked surprisingly well in
predicting reading difficulty of the math questions, and indicated a high level of
agreement between all the formal measures used. However, results also indicated that
there was very little agreement between the formal readability measures and the
judgments of teachers. The researchers suggested that more complex language issues
other than readability may cause teachers to deem a particular math question as
"language-difficult," such as the number of" moves" from the text to the symbols and
back; the teachers were reported to take a more holistic view of the test questions than the
readability fonnuJas could account for, citing factors such as overall clarity and
organization. Shorrocks-Taylor & Hargreaves concluded that better ways to measure the
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language difficulty of math test questions are desired and that further research is urgently
needed to assure test validity.
Homan, et al. (1994) wouJd seemingly have agreed with that view and set out to
validate the revised Homan-Hewitt Readability Formula, whose purpose was to measure
single-sentence test item readability, based on the assumption that differences in reading
level would affect test difficulty. They noted that test construction manuals rarely provide
information about design principles to create the assessment question and answers, and
that readability fonnuJas are rarely applied to assure test validity. Further research
indicated that past test developers who did consider readability tended to treat the exam
as one big continuous prose unit in order to apply traditional readability formulas,
resulting in an average readability level for the total test instead of providing a readability
measure of each individual test question. Homan, et al. ( I 994) felt this approach was
flawed in that individual test items may be far above or below the intended reading level
of the total test. They found that little research had been conducted into whether
examinees understand what exactly is being asked, or about student comprehension of the
correct or incorrect choices, regardless of any content vocabulary being tested. The
researchers believed that when pupils struggle just to understand the words of an
assessment. they decreased their attention to the content of the passages, resulting in
depressed student performance. The purpose of their test item readability formula then
was to better equip test developers in order to create more valid assessments; they
lamented that language-based variables rarely have been considered despite the fact that
such test scores are often used as the basis for major decisions about the lives of the
examinees The formula used was primarily vocabulary-based~ words for test questions
at all grade levels had to be familiar at the 4 111-grade level for at least 80% of the students
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as determined Dale & O'Rourke's The Living Word Vocabulary list. The formula also
accounted for text cohesion, syntactic complexity, and reader purpose (Hewitt & Homan,
2004). Homan, et al. 's investigation was designed so that students at specific reading
levels, each capable of at least reading on grade level and who had already mastered
specific content, would be tested over that content using items written at varying
readability levels. Test question words were altered but content vocabulary and concepts
themselves were held constant, and students bad already demonstrated evidence of strong
content knowledge. In these two ways, the study was the closest parallel to this
investigation of readability of the LE Regents that the review of literature revealed, as the

Methodology section will further explain. However, Homan, et al's sample only included
students from 2nd through 5th grades, and the maximum test question readability level was
determined to be 8th grade. Students were presented with test questions solely deemed at
or above their grade level; no questions were given that were determined to be below
each student's grade level. The study was conducted using elementary social studies
content focusing on the concepts of scarcity, interest, budget, and taxes (the natural
concept crossovers with mathematics should be noted; the researchers did not comment
on this.) Results showed that mean test scores progressively decreased as the readability
level increased, providing evidence that the formula was valid. A strong relationship
existed between readabilicy level and student responses to test items, implying that
readability does affect overall test validity.
Having confidence in the validity of the Homan-Hewitt Readability Formula's
ability to determine individual test question readabifay based on this I 994 investigation,
studies of standardized test validity were further conducted by Hewitt & Homan. As
educators experience more pressure to demonstrate their effectiveness, and the
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employment of standardized achievement tests rise, Hewitt and Homan again emphasized
their beliefs that readability is not given enough consideration during test construction
and touted their formula because it was developed for use specifically with individual test
items_ They hypothesized in this study that students miss test questions in part due to
language troubles instead of a lack of content knowledge, which invalidates certain
standardized tests and simply punishes students with reading problems_ Their sample
included over 21,000 3rd-, 4th, and Slh-grade students in a large urban school district who
took the social studies and reading comprehension subtests of the standardized
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, S11n1ey, Form A administered in 1998_ Results

showed that as the readability levels of the questions increased, the percent of students
responding correctly decreased as predicted. Test questions with the highest readability
levels were found to be the most difficult for both high and low readers, with the high
readers consistently outperforming the low readers at a)J three grade levels_ The effect of
readability apparently affecting test validity was most prominent at the 5lh-grade level,
but was seen in grades three and four, as well_ The researchers concluded that the
Homan-Hewitt Readability Formula appeared to be the most reliable way to determine
individual test question readability and that readability is the "forgotten validity variable"
(p. 14) that test developers must start accounting for.
Science, Biology & Physics

It is noteworthy to mention that the LE Regents exam has been entitled "Regents
High School Examination" for at least the past four years, (

\\ nvseare!.!ents.org,

retrieved 2006) perhaps implying that the readability level of the exam is at least at a 9thgrade reading level. The review ofliterature did not tum up any published. peerreviewed assessments of readability of the LE Regents, but researchers in Western New
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York did assess the reading level of recent Physics Regents. Compelled by teachers'
contentions that the Physics Regents was increasing in terms of reading difficulty, among
other things, culminating in the weJI-publicized extraordinarily low scores on the June
2003 exam, Zawicki, et al (2006) studied Physics Regents exams from June 2000
through June 2003 taken by students statewide for readability, Bloom's Taxonomy
conceptual level, test format, and latency (the amount oftime necessary to complete the
exam.) The researchers determined the reading level of the June 2000 Physics exam to
be at the 8th-grade equivalent, the June 2001 exam at the low 10th-grade level, the June
2002 exam at the high 10th-grade leveL and the June 2003 exam to be at the 11th-grade
reading leveL supporting the teachers' claims that readability had significantly increased.
This sustained the conclusion that readability might have contributed to the inability of
students to demonstrate their science content knowledge, since passing rates prior to 200 I
consistently hovered between 80-85%, while passing rates in 2002 were approximately
63% and were approximately 60% in 2003 . Additionally, the study revealed that the
conceptual level of the exam had increased from 2000 to 2003, as did overall test
difficulty in terms of how harshly student written responses were scored. Zawicki, et aL
also found that single-step questions were generally more likely than multiple-step
questions to be answered correctly by students, and latency did appear to increase
between 2000 and 2003 . Most significantly, Zawicki, et al. emphasized that the core
curriculum writing team was charged with producing a document amenable to taking the
physics course at any high school grade level, implying that readability level must be
kept constant throughout the four Regents science disciplines because Regents Physics is
no longer the senior-level elective 1t was prior to I 98 7. The researchers went on to scorn
the apparent djsconnect between various student ability levels and the field. stating that
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expectations for proficiency and distinction, readability, conceptual level, focus, or
overall exam difficulty are not clearly defined in the NYS Core Curriculum, and need to
be established.
The lack oflanguage guidelines that Zawicki, et al. (2006) desired for New York
science test creators apparently carries down from the high school level to the middle
school level as well. In the State Education Department's Guide/or Item Writers:

Intermediate Level Science Exam ( 1995), little mention was given to language issues
leading to possible test questlon invalidation. The guide instructed item writers to: (1)
identify the content to be tested, which must be based on content and behaviors contained
in the core curriculum, then (2) write the stern, which must include both a subject and a
verb to place "less demand on the student's reading skills.·' (p.8) It went on to instruct
that the item should be worded as "clearly, simply, and accurately as possible" and that
item difficulty "should arise from the problem involved and not in the way in which it is
expressed." (p. l 2) The document alluded that confusing or incomplete directions were
undesirable, noting that in such cases "the student's response may not best reflect the
student's knowledge and skills," (p.15) implying test invalidity, but there was no specific
mention of validity issues. The document did not provide potential item writers any
information regarding the targeted reading level of the exam, and the ironic ambiguity of
the State's definition of clarity should not go unnoticed. Hence, the very document
designed to assure proper assessment of a core curriculum that emphasizes precise,

quantitative measurement over subjective qualitative data does not itself utilize the muchneeded quantitative data.
Regardless of the readability and language issues expressed about New York
State science exams, Tamir (1988) concluded that the sciences of physics and biology
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appear to be significantly different in severaJ ways, particularly when student gender is
explored, that might further complicate how readability could affect various Regents test
scores. The fact that Cha.JL et aJ. 's six-scaJe readability formula contains one scaJe for tbe
biological sciences and a separate scale for the physical sciences provides further
evidence ofTamir's assertion that intrinsic differences between physics and biology
exist. Tamir's investigation questioned twelfth-grade Israeli students who studied
biology, chemistry, physics, or no science in their junior and senior high school years.
He found that maJes achieve vastly better than femaJes in physics, but that acb.ievement
in biology is about equaJ for the genders, a finding confirmed by past studies that Tamir
used to form his hypotheses. A strange finding was reported that although the females
expressed more positive attitudes towards school, the boys were more science-oriented,
despite the fact that no cognitive preferences were found. Although the investigation
looked at over 40 possible facets such as student spatiaJ ability, interests, and cognitive
performance, it unfortunately did not address any possible language-based differences
between genders that might have helped to explain the findings.

Summary
It is evident from the literature that much research has been conducted regarding
scientific literacy, the genera] literacy required for content classes, and the readability of
scientific text. Researchers tended to agree that any science discipline includes not just a
compilation of scientific facts, but the ability to read, speak, and communicate those facts
as well. However. the review of literature showed no consensus on just how demanding
language factors should be regarding science studies. Furthermore, assessment
researchers implied that tests should be considered invalid if the purpose of the test is to
acquire a measure of students' science knowledge. but the students' language ability is
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significantly hindering the demonstration of such acquired science knowledge. In other
words, it was generally agreed that science does include language skills, and a fair, valid
science test can assess these language abilities to some degree, but the primary purpose of
a science test is science content instead oflanguage abilities. As Zawicki. et al. 's (2006)
data demonstrated, there comes a point where a test must be considered invalid, or at
least be deemed unfair to students, if non-science factors play too g reat a role. It is with
this in mind that this study of the language demands of the New York State Living
Environment Regents is warranted.
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Methodology
The study was conducted with students from a high-performing, suburban school
clistrict and was worked in with normal test-preparation practices already in place. Data
collection took place in late January, 2007.

Participants
Because the Wayne Central School District desires more of its glh_grade students
to take the LE Regents, preferably starting in the 2007-2008 school year, participants for
the study were selected from glh_grade science students enrolled 2006-2007 at Wayne
Central Middle School. Although three teachers at the school teach science to gth-grade
student~

only student work from two of the three teachers was studied. One participating

teacher taught LE Regents to two classes of accelerated gm_grade students; the other
teacher taught physical science to four sections of standard-track 81h-grade students. A
total of 40 accelerated students (20 of them female) and 83 regular Physical Science
students (43 of them female) participated in the study. No significant difference in
abilities was noted among the four classes of regular 8th-grade students in the school that
were not selected for the study (taught by the non-participating teacher); logistics and
student schedule were the mere determining factors as to which standard-tracked
students' work was studied. However, practice tests are regularly administered to all glh_
grade science students in this district in preparation for midterm and NYS Grade-8
exams, and all 8th-graders received comparable practice tests regardless of their
participation in this study.
The classroom environment for the accelerated students is relatively fast-paced,
in-depth, and inquiry-based. These apparently self-motivated students demonstrated farabove-average science skills, as well as language skills, personal responsibility, and
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overall maturity by the end of 6th grade, which allowed them entrance into the accelerated
science program. Participation in the accelerated program was voluntary and students
needed to maintain a grade point average of at least an 85% in the class during 7th grade
to remain. These 8th-grade students studied earth science with all students in 6th grade.
physical science in 7th grade solely with their accelerated peers, and studied Regents-level
LE in the 2006-2007 school year. Past classes with similar demographics taught by this
teacher have attained 100 % mastery of the high-school level material, as measured by a
score of 85% or higher on the LE Regents exam However, it should be noted that these
students bad not had formal training in the life sciences before this year, it was not
expected that they would know all of the material on this study' s test (administered to
them in January) because the Regents course continues on through June.
The students in the regular science track demonstrated a wider range of abilities
than those in the accelerated program. Because ofthe less homogeneous nature oftbe
regularly-tracked students, the classroom environment for the regular students was
slower-paced and more differentiated in nature than the classes with the accelerated
students. It was still inquiry-based and placed a similar emphasis on lab work,
collaboration, and mastery of given material. Several ofthe students in each of the four
classes maintained A's or A+'s and had academic characteristics similar to those of the
accelerated students. Most, however, fell in the average or below-average range
regarding their demonstration of scientific knowledge and abilities. One of the four

physical science classes was consjdered to be the "blended" class and had a special
education teacher who pushed in daily. Although this special education teacher was
formally a consultant teacher to only two of the students in the room, I 0 ofthe 22

students in the class had some sort oflndividualized Education Plan (lEP) or formalized
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New York State 504 plan to help them overcome their learning disabilities. Thus the
special education teacher assisted many of this class's students in various ways. Most of
these students' IEP's or 504 plans existed to address language-based issues the students
had; these students read at a grade level significantly below the average glh grader. The
other three physical science classes used in this study had a total of seven (of the 61 total)
students with an IEP or 504 plan, all of them due at least in part to language-based
reasons. One of these seven students demonstrated particularly strong science skiJls; the
student's A+ average was hindered only by the occasional language-based difficulty
regarding following directions or understanding what was being asked.

AIJ of the physical science students in the study had studied life science in 7th
grade, and earth science in 6th grade. Although the biology required of these students at
the 7th-grade level was less than that for the Regents LE level, the district consistently
had over 95% of its students pass the New York State glh grade science assessment, and
the i 11-grade curriculum is rather well-aligned with the material that the students need for
the LE Regents. The gth-grade students in physical science classes are expected to take
the actual LE Regents course and subsequent exam in their 10-grade year. So, like the
accelerated students, the students in the physical science classes have not yet taken all the
coursework required to take a real LE Regents exam.

Instn1me11ts and Materials
This study utilized the fact that all 8tli-grade students at Wayne Central were
required to take various practice science tests in preparation for their January midterm
exams and their heavily emphasized New York State gth-grade science assessment. Such
practice tests were commonly used to refresh students' memories of material, practice
utilizing \)/lse test-taking strategies, better predict which c.oncepts still need teaching or
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reteaching, and generally get the students in the best mindset for high-stakes science test
taking. Student test scores used for this study did not count in any way towards student
grades. Validity of the results might have been somewhat compromised since students
might not have done their best on a practice exam, but students also knew that any poor
practice test scores could result in their being on a special after-school help schedule, so
some motivation was there for students to take this test seriously.
Students in one of the two accelerated classes and students in two of the four
regular physical science classes were given 30 multipJe-cboice questions rrom an actual
LE Regents exam; this test was termed Version A (Appendix A). The students in the
other three classes received a language-friendlier version, Version B (Appendix B) of the
same exam. Science vocabuJary and concepts were unaltered in order to best isolate
readability and language issues as the manipulated variable; sophisticated non-science
vocabulary, sentence structure, word density, question and response length, etc., were the
only aspects of the exam that were changed. Neither group of students was told that the
test questions were Regents-level, but students were warned that they had not yet been
exposed to some of the test material. The teachers merely told the students to "do the
best you can" and "use your test strategies" if students mentioned that they ·'don't know
or remember any of this stuff"
Data Col/ectfon

Student test scores from botb Version A and Version B were compared, as were
the accelerated students' scores versus the physical science students' scores. Specific
questions, correct responses, and detractors were analyzed for readability and languagebased issues versus science conceptual or vocabulary factors. Test latency (the time
students needed to complete the exam) was noted All students were given about 80
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minutes to complete the 30 mu1tiple-choice questions to help to assure that the students in
all six classes had more than ample time to perform their best on the exam.

Procedures
Standard Regents test-talcing procedures were utilized. Students used a #2-sized
penciJ and received both a test booklet and a corresponding Scan-Tron answer sheet on
which they were required to bubble in their answer to the multiple-choice questions.
Student talking or collaboration was not allowed, and students were proctored to help
eliminate any cheating. The allotted timeframe for the exam was made known to the
students and was posted visibly for all to see. Students raised their hand and waited until
a teacher assisted them if they had any questions or concerns. Students were told to use
their test-taking strategies, which have been emphasized since 6th grade, to help
maximize their achievement. Students with IEP's or 504 plans did not receive any of
their usual testing modifications for this study. Such modifications vary with each
individual, but include accommodations such as taking exams in a separate location to
minimize distractions, allowing for subvocalization, reading the test questions to the
student, checking for understanding, and rephrasing directions.
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Results
Students given the actuaJ LE Regents questions (exam Version A) answered an
average of 52% of the questions correctly, while students given the reworded, ELAfiiendlier versions of the same questions (exam Version B) answered 61 % of the
questions correctly. As expected, the students in the accelerated classes, who were taking
the actual LE Regents course at the time the study was administered, scored significantly
higher than the regularly-tracked students, whose only life science coursework was in
seventh grade. The average number of questions correct for the accelerated class who
took Version A was 64%, while the average number correct for the accelerated class who
took Version B was 77%. The same trend of Version B being the easier test was seen in
the regular classes; the average score was 46% correct for Version A and 53% correct for
Version B.
As shown in Table 1, the data best reveaJ themselves when the classes are looked
at individually and the students' midtenn grades are compared with the study's Regents
question scores. The two classes of accelerated students were deemed equal in ability, as
verified by the fact that both classes received an average score of 82% on their midterm
exams. Both classes of regular-track students that took Version A were actually the
strongest of the four physicaJ science classes; their midterm grades averaged to about
81% (82.6% for one class, 80.2% for the other), while the two other regular-track classes
had an average midterm grade of only about 76% (76.3% for one class and 75.3% for the
blended class.) This discrepancy between the four regular-track classes was confirmed to
be consistent by the teacher, who noted that report card grades, homework completion
rates. general student academic maturity, quiz and unit test scores, and overall laboratory
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S111de111 Peiformance 011 Actual and Reworded LE Regents Ouestions
Time for 800/o of
Student Group

% Correct

Midterm grade

exams completed

Test Version A (actual)
Accelerated class l

64

82

Regular class I

48

83

Regular class 2

44

80

Accelerated class 2

77

82

Regular class 3

55

75

Regular blended class

50

76

30 min.

Test Version B (reworded)
23 min.

\ote Dashes inclicatc tcsl completion time for regular students \\as not recorded. Accelerated

students took a different midtenn exam than the regular-track students.
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skills were noticeably higher for the two classes that took Version A. Yet despite this
unvarying usual difference between the two groups of physical science students, both
classes of students who took Version B outscored those students taking Version A
Version A classes scored an average of 48% and 44% correct, respectively, while
Version B classes scored 55% and 50% correct, respectively, with the blended class
scoring the 50%.
The data further supported the hypothesis when test latency was examined, as it
was with the two classes of accelerated students. The first student who completed
Version A took 21 minutes total; 80% of the Version A class was done in 30 minutes,
with the last person complete by 43 minutes. However, the times needed to complete
Version B were consistently lower, with the first student done in 13 minutes, 80% of the
class done in 23 minutes, and the last person done by 28 minutes. Test latency was not
recorded in the four regular-track classes.
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Discussion and Conclusion
In all classes tested, average student scores went up and average test latency went
down when students answered LE Regents exam questions that were deemed by teachers
to be more ELA-friendly in terms of readability, sentence structure, and non-science
vocabulary. Students scored an average of9°/o higher with the reworded test version,
almost an entire letter grade. The accelerated students scored a whopping 13% higher on
average with the reworded exam. while the regular-track students scored an average of
7% higher. However, because the two lowest-performing regular-track classes took the
reworded version of the exam and typically have test scores about 6% lower than the
other two regular-track classes, the average test score data of the regular-track classes
could be expected to match the 13% score jump seen with the accelerated students.

Interpretation
The data revealed that the specific wording of a LE Regents exam may have a
very significant effect on student test scores and overall test latency, and that readability
level of recent LE Regents exams may cause students to answer test questions
incorrectly, despite their mastery of scientific content. Rewording the exam appeared to
give students a much better chance to demonstrate their knowledge of the biological
concepts, and readability level seemed to be an important limiting factor regarding the
success of the LE exam, even though it may often be ignored. It is astounding to think
that ELA-related aspects may contribute well over a letter grade to a science test score as
the data imply, and that ELA skills play such a vital role in a student's ability to
demonstrate his or her biological scientific knowledge. Although the reading levels of
each LE Regents exam and the specific questions used in this study, both actual and
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reworded, are unknown, the readability of such assessments shouJd be considered in
regards to test validity.
Because of the desire to increase the percentage of gih-grade students talcing the
LE course, the data certain1y suggest that student reading ability must be considered, in
addition to just scientific ability, when determining which students should be
recommended to take the more rigorous, high school-level coursework. However, it is
interesting to note how the rewording of the test questions affected the 8th-grade students
at all reading levels, and not just the students with documented reading disabilities. The
best indication of this was observed with the accelerated classes. Despite the fact that
most, if not all, of the accelerated students read well-above grade level and had aboveaverage ELA skills with the expected subsequent expansive vocabularies, the 13 point
difference in test scores indicated that even they were not immune to the effects of a
poorly worded or a sophisticatedly-worded exam. Not onJy did the accelerated students
score significantly lower with test Version A but also they took about 50% more time

talcing it. This perhaps indicated that the more difficult vocabulary and often wordier
sentence structure slowed these ambitious students down in order to comprehend both the
test questions and the various multiple-choice responses, and that somehow the message
was lost as to what the correct answer was or what the question was asking.
At the other end of the ELA-ability spectrum, a note should be made that one
tewer student was included in this study because she never completed the exam. This
particular student had a reading disability and an IEP. When she looked at the exam, she
immediately vocalized how she couldn't read or understand the questions (despite being
given Version B) and proceeded to stare at the paper for over 90 minutes with little
writing or attempts to read on her own. A statement from her was overheard regarding
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her lack of knowledge of the scientific words used. Notwithstanding the teachers' urges
to do the best she could, the student did not fuUy employ her well-rehearsed test
strategies designed to aid comprehension and performance, such as underlining key
words or crossing off multiple choice answers known to be wrong. Because of this lack
of exam completion and her using up far more time than was allotted to the other
students, it was decided to simply not include this student's exam paper in the study.
However, it is interesting to incorporate this student's behaviors here because of the
apparent reason as to why she took so long with the exam. This student normaUy
received testing modifications including having exam questions read to her, but she
didn' t receive any during this study' s exam. She understood that this study's exercise
was merely a practice exam and that it wouldn't count towards her grade in any way.
Although she didn't formaUy have a consultant teacher required on her IBP for science,
she did regularly rely heavily on both her lab partner and the consultant teacher that
pushed in to read and explain even non-test material to her such as worksheets, labs, and
daily class activities. Her science skills tended to be very weak and her test scores poor.
So even though the readability level of the exam Version B administered to her was
probably within her abilities, the remaining high school-level scientific vocabulary
perhaps overwhelmed her enough to stop trying altogether. The implications of this are
immense: unfanuliar words encountered on exams may be potent motivation killers. A
real LE Regents exam cannot be administered to students that have not completed the
requisite labs, so this potential danger of students encountering unfamiliar scientific
vocabulary is probably reduced because students talring the exam have had exposure to
the science words via the labs However, such prerequisite labs do little to prepare
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students for exams in which the non-scientific terms and phrases are beyond the
readability level and comprehension of the student.
It is hoped that this study' s 30-question multiple choice test maintained its
scientific rigor and was reworded properly as to not somehow unfairly lead the students
to the correct answers, but instead merely simplified the language demands of the exam.
However, this possibility must be explored to better interpret the study's results. For
example, Question 1'swording was actually made longer by repeating the phrase
"Minerals in the soil" found in the question's diagram. Thus the reading level ofthis
particular question might not necessarily have been reduced, but the modification instead
clarified the question by making it more apparent what the question was actually asking.
It is unclear as to what effect such test rewording modifications had on either unduly
leading the students to the correct answers or reducing the higher-level thinking
requirements of the ex~ neither of which was desirable in this investigation.

Insights
The data clearly suggested that the LE Regents exam doesn't solely test students'
science knowledge and that language factors strongly into test performance. This study
seems comparable to giving LE students a standard high-school biology exam written in
a foreign language: if the students cannot understand the written test. there is little chance
of them demonstrating the full extent of their mastery of scientific content. This
argument closely parallels what the literature revealed about the plight of English
Language Learners taking content exams written solely in English, and those teacher
observations noted by Bryant, et al. (2001) that lamented how students tended spend so
much of their energies figuring out words that they lost the message of the text itself
Furthermore, the data seem to imply that various degrees of scientific literacy, as defined
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by Bybee ( 1997) are assessed by each Regents exam, ranging from nominal to multidimensional. Students with only nominal scientific Literacy might be more likely to get
tripped up with sophisticatedly worded Regents questions, while a multi-dimensionally
scientifically literate student would bave less difficulty reading and interpreting the
technical jargon. Along these same lines, this study's data indicate that the Regents exam
tests only students' methodological, universal, and journalistic scientific literacy, as
defined by Branscomb (1981), but doesn't strongly assess professional, technological,
amateur, policy, or public policy facets of scientific literacy. Perhaps the high percentage
of challenging non-scientific words in science textbooks, as noted by Mallinson (1950),
was well intended by the book publishers to push students towards these higher literacy
levels in preparation for the demanding non-science aspects of similar exams.
The difficulties for students reading below grade level were further highlighted by
this study. With ELA skills apparently accounting for such a Jarge portion of science
exam success, the data suggest that students reading below grade level could have
significantly reduced LE tests scores despite these students knowing the required science.
Such a situation appears to unfairly punish such fragile students that already achieve low
ELA test scores. The incredible language demands of content courses seem
underemphasized. Furthermore, the exact reading level of the LE Regents exams remains
unclear. The work conducted by Zawiclci, et al. (2006) implied that science Regents
exams scores tend to go down as reading level goes up, but that even a test written right
at the grade level of the students taking it may still be too difficult to allow student
demonstration of scientific mastery. Until the reading level of each LE Regents is
determined and kept constant, it will continue to be difficult to gauge the adverse impact
on biology students with lower ELA abilities But this study demonstrated, as Zawicki,
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et al.'s did, that even students reading far above grade level can be strongly affected by
the ELA demands of inclividual Regents questions and exams.
The study further illuminated the situation that students with reading disabilities
and IEP's face in content courses. Although most of these students receive testing
modifications to help account for their struggles with ELA-related issues, the infiltration
of language sk111s in science classes does not appear to be fully accounted for by the
students' IEP's. and test modifications do nothing to assist poor readers with the
worksheets, labs, and everyday classwork these students need to be able to read through
just to prepare for the science exams.
Another insight gained in this investigation is in regards to test latency: the more
difficult the exam's language, the longer students generally need to complete the exam.
This seems logical and supports the hypothesis that more sophisticated language requires
students to slow down, utilize decoding strategies, and think more about possible
meanings of particular words used in each test question and response.
Perhaps the biggest insight into readability's effect on LE Regents exams is the
apparent dearth of research in the area. The literature revealed few published stuclies as
to the reading level of any exam or inclividual Regents-level question, yet this
investigation verified the intrinsic need for such data. Based on the very limited
information that is available through this analysis and the literature, it can be
recommended that students with lower reading abilities be considered to be steered away
from above-level science courses until better methods exist to fully address the language
demands of the Regents exams. Based on this study, it is further advised that science
teachers better nurture student ELA skills in their content lessons and become more
aware of the great impact that readability of exams can have on the scores.
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Recommendations for Future Research
Clearly, ELA skills play a major role in science studies and exams, but it remains
unknown how large the language component really is. Without improved information
regarding the reading level of each Regents exam, it will remain difficult for school
counselors, teachers, parents, and students themselves to best place students into
scientific courses that will maximize both their success and their ability to demonstrate
such success. More extensive study is warranted with students of other grade levels,
other branches of science, and other types of high-stakes assessments. It would also be
worthwhile to gather data by repeating this investigation with subject matter and
curriculum that students have already apparently mastered, since neither the accelerated
students nor the regularly-tracked glh-graders had yet learned all the biology assessed by
the Regents exam used in this investigation.
The issue remains as to how a student can be expected to correctly answer a
science test question if he or she cannot understand what the question is asking, and if
Regents exams should be considered valid when administered to students with ELA
difficulties that affect scientific expression, particularly because prominent researchers in
the field apparently would deem these tests invalid because they don't necessarily assess
what they are meant to (Wiggins, 1998). Additionally, the matter regarding the exact
purpose ofthe Regents exams themselves will undoubtedly foster much philosophical
pondering. for the definition of scientific literacy remains uncertain (Branscomb, 1981 ;
Bybee, 1997; Roberts & Gott (2004). Research determining the correlation between a
student's ELA abilities and science scores might prove insightful here.
Determining the actual readability levels of all high-stakes exams appears to be an
important step in the right direction (Gunning, 2003; Meyer, 2003), as does discovering
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the relationship between test latency and readability levels. It would be interesting to
know the correlation between student performance with and without testing modifications
for those students with IEP's, and to relate each identified ELA-based disability to
specific science exam demands in the interest of fairness to students. Further research is
also needed into a question-by --question analysis of each science concept supposedly
assessed by the wording of each question and multiple-choice response, and data
regarding the language demands of the test directions, clistracters, and non-multiplechoice questions is still much needed
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Test Version A (Actual Exam Questions)

Part A

.{30)
Di~ (l~): For txJda statement or questioll, write on your separate answer sheet the~ of the
word or expressioll tbat, of those _1):ven, best completes the statement or answers the question.
·

5 The graph below illustrates the .relative amounts
ofprodnct formed by the action of an enzyme
in a solution with a pH of 6 at seven different

l In the diagram bekiw, what does X most likely

represent?

tempentures.

(1)

autotrophs

(2) herbivores

(3)

decomposers

0

10 20 30 40 50 80 10 80 90 100

(4) carnivores

Tempemure ("C)
Which statement best eq>res9e$ the lllDOUllt of

.2 1Wo cl~ly related species of birds live in the
same tree. Speties A fee<k on ants and termites.
while species 8 feeds OD cateJ:pillars. The two
species ooemt ruooessfuDy became

product that will be f<.-med at each temperature
if the e:q>eriment is ~at a pH of 4P
(l ) The amount of p-oduct formed,will be equal
ID that prodaoed at pH 6.
(2) The amount of product formed will be
greater than that produced at pH 6.
(3) The amount of product formed will be less
than that produced at pH 6.
(4) The amount of product fomied can not be
' ~)y predicted.

(I) each occupies a different niche
(2) they interbreed
(3) they use diffenmt methods ofreprodnctkJD
(4) birds compete for food

3 After a hormone enters the bloodstream, It Is

transported throughout the body, but the hormone affects only certain cells. The reason on1y

6 Which statemeot best explaim the fact that some
identical twim appear ddfereot from ooe mother?

certain cells are affected is that the membranes
of these cells have specific

(1) receptors
(2) tissues

(I) Their DNA is essentially the same and the
eoviromneut plays little er no role in the
eaptesskm of iheii- gieues.
(2) 'Their DNA is Vf!rJ dtffetent and the ea~
ronment plays a signiflc:ant role in the

(3) antibodies

<•>carboh)drates

4 A characteristic of a DNA molecule that is not
chanictcristic of 11 protein molecule is that the

eipressioo of their genes.
(3} Their DNA.is '1181)' different and the en~
roo.ment plays little or no role in the ~res
sioo of their genes.

DNAmolecWe

· (I ) can replieare itself
(2) can be very~
(3) is found in DUdef
( 4) ~ composed ofsubunits
u.t.oa r...
· _ _.-JI,_
....

..

(4) Their DNA ts esrntiaUy the same and the
environmeot plays a signi6cant role in the
expressiOD of their genes.
[2]
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23 Vaocinations help prepare the body to fight invasiom of a ~pathogen by

19 Which statement about the gametes represented
in the diagram below is correct?

(I ) inhibiting antigen rodnctioo
(2) stimulating antib:J; procfoctioo
(3) ~ting white blood cell prodnctiao
(4) $timulating red blood

24 .AD cells of an organism are engaged in many dif.
fereot chemical reactions. This fact is best
ported by the preseoce in ed ceD

(1) They are produced by females.
(2) They are fertilized in an wary.
(3) They1ranSp<>rt genetic material.
(• ) They are produced by mitosis.

20 'The disdved carboo dioxide in a lake is

oen production

of~

of differe11t ldn~ cL
(1) em.ymes
(2) nuclei

(3) chloroplasts
(4) organelles

used

directly by

25 Nutritional relationships
shown in the diagram below.

b
.
e t w e e n

(1) autotrophs
(2) parasites

(3) fungi
(4) decomposers

organisms are

--,p_. . .

21 Which transplant method would prevent the
rejectioo of tissue aAer an organ tnmsplant?
(1) using organs cloned from the cells of the

patient
(2) using osgans produced by genetic engineering to get rid of all proteins in the dooated

organs

(3) using organs only from p~ or monkeys
(4 ) using an organ donated by a close relative
because the proteins will always be identk:al
to those of the recipient

Dier

22 Ten breeding pairs of rabbits are introduced
onto an island with no na.tuzaJ predatoa aod a
good supply of water wd food. What will most
Jj)ce)y happen to the rabbit population?

~

--~f ( r;J

Cricket

T-.B.:::,,,,,

The mouse population 'WOUid most likely decmue
if~~re

(1) an increase in the frog and tree populations
(2) a decrease in the snake and hawk populatioos
(3) an increase in the number of decomposen in
the area
_
(4) a decrease .in the amount of available sun-

(1) It ~ remain relatively constant due to
equal birth and death rates.
(2) It will die out due to an inCJ'eQSe in the mutatioo rate.
(3) It will increase until it aceeds carrying

light

capectty.
(4) It will decrease and then increase indeS-

nitely.
U.,Ea•

,,_ . .

'

(SJ

[OVERJ
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26 Even before a flower bud opens. certain plant
chemicals have colored the fJowoel' in patterns
particolarly attractM to -~ insects. At the
s11me time. these <:hemicals protect ~h~lant's
reproductive Stroctures by killing or · · iting
pathogens and iD.9eds that nl8'f feed on the
planl Which statemeot about the plant and the
other organisms·mentioned is COJTeet?

SS

28 Continued depletion of the 07.0De layer will most
lilcely result iD
(1) an inciease in slctn cancer among humans
(2) a decrease in atmospheric pollutants
(3) an locrease in marine ecosystem stability
(4 ) a decrease in climatic changes

(1) Chemicals affect plants but not animals.
(2) Organisms cL evcry niche may be preyed oo

29 A change in the acidity of mountain lakes wooJd
most libJy be a

by herbiYores.
(3) Any chemical produced iD a plant cao protect against insects.
(4) Organisms may interact with other organisms iD both positive and negative ways.

result of

(1) ecological soocession of the area at the top of
the mountain
(2) the introduction new species into the lakes
(3 ) air poDutioo from smolce stacks miles away

m

(4) planting·grasses and shrubs around the lakes
27 A fire bums an oak forest down to bare ground
Over the next 150 yea.rs, if the climate remains
oonstant, this area will most lildy
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

30 A forest is cut down and is replaced by a com.Geld. A Mf,alk» oonseqnence of this practice is
(1) an iDcrease in the carboo dioxide released
into the atmospbme
(2) an locrease ln the size of predators
(3 ) a decrease in biodiversity
(4) a decrease in the amount sci) that is washed

remain bare ground
return to 8D oalc forest
become a rain forest

become a wetland

m

away during rainstorms

~··

.,_

..

[6}
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Test Version B (Reworded Exam Questions)

Regents Exam Practice Questions
• Directions: For each statement or question, write on your separate answer sheet the number of the word or
expression that, of those given. buf.completes the statement or answers the questions.

1. In the diagram, what type ofliving 1hing could the "X" be, 1hat breaks down things to put mincmls in the
soil?
I

\

1
I

l
I

1. autotroph

2. herbivores

3. decomposer

4. carnivore

2. Two closely related bird species live in the same area, bird A cats ants and termites, while bird B
caterpillars. They both can survive in that area because .
1. they have different niches, or do different things. .
2. they can intcrbrced
3. they use different types of reproduction

cats

4. they compete against each other for the same food to cat

3. Hormones travel in the blood, and go to onJy certain types of cells. F.ach hormone only works on that
certain cell because the outside of the cell ha.s a specific
that only matches that
hormone.
1. receptor site
2. tissue
3. antil>ody
4 . carbohydrate

4. Which of the following is true about DNA molecule Bt.rr NOT a protein molecu1e?
1. they can split to make more of themselves
·
2. they can be very complex
3. arc in the nucleus
4. arc made of smaller things.
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The graph below shows how much stuff is made by an enzyme at different temperatures. The pH is 6 and does
not change.

.o

10 20 .30. . ita . 50. . eo 10

eo

·90 100

Temperature ("C)

S. Which statement best descn"bes what the graph tells you about how the enzyme works at the pH of4
with different temperatures?
J• The amo\Dlt of product is the same.
2. The amowrt ofproduct will be greater 1hen at 1he pH of 6.
3. The amount of product will be less then at the pH of6.
4. You don't know anything about the pH of 4 from this graph.
..

...

f'

•

6. Why can some identical twins can have different heights and weights even when they have identical DNA?
1. Their DNA is the same, and their environment and personal decisions have no impact.
2. Their DNA is different and the environment changes what their genes 1oolc like.
3. Their DNA is different, and the environment and peraonal decisions have ·no effect.
4 . Their DNA is the same, but personal dccisiom can change what your body looks like.

7. Which statement is the most correct about cells, DNA, and protein in the diagram below?

....
.....•. .. g

t·~ .~

•

'.

..

Cell

Part of a
protein molea.m

1.
2.
3.
4.

Patt of a
DNA molecu6e

DNA is made of protein that the cell absorbs.
Protein is made of DNA produced in the cell
DNA controls how the cell makes protein in the ribosomes.
Cells make DNA when they digest protein.
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S. The d1agrarr. hciCIW shows a laboratory techoiouc: tha1 ruts human D!\A intn a oacteri.: ce::.

~~~

"""""'""

(,

[ ; , _ __ _
,

.1

)-0-+01
~

8acte::al cc:

Bacterial cell

How could trus 1echnique bl" helpfui to humans>
I. produces embryos for women who can't ha\e c:hilJn:n
., makes single celled o rganisms mult1cellul'1!
3. kills hactc:ria wnh toxic sruf!"
4 cn:atc:s bacteria tha1 can producc: e. human hormones for people '"ho ~M ·1 make it

9 \\.1uch s\.al:!TTlent is rrue based oa the diagram below?

~ ~~
t

Oiseasoo
Africar.
cotton plan!

~
,a

Henltny

Amenc:M
cotton plant

Heel1tly cotton plant
produced to grow inAfri<:&

the l'ff<>pnng are 1den;ical to the parent~
" new varieties c.ai1 be developed through selective brt:.edmg programs for fanne~
3. farmers can prevent mutations in future species for farm~
4. cloning h2S made this tet:hmquc no longer useful 10 farmers

I 0 . 0Yer thousands of ~·can:. giraffes necks went from bcmg short to IOT\J!\. This 1s bccau.c;c
1. ~1raOes stre1ch theJI neck daily to keep it away trom lions
:::. giraffes stretch their necks daily to get food
3 a muu11inn for long necks randomly occurred in the DNA of the skin cdh
4. e mu1at1on oflong necks randomly occurred m the D1'A of reproducuon cells
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11. Estrogen causes the most changes in
1. the zygot.c 2. uterus 3. egg & sperm movenl'eiit

60

4. placenta development in the ovary.

12. A new chemical was put in a culture of bacteria. Almost all the bacteria were lcillcd. Why might the few
that lived survive?
:
1. they had a genetic trait different ftom the others tbal was rcsistaIJt to the chemical
2. they were exposed long enough to it to leam to be resistant
3. they cbaoged their genes to become resistam
4. they digested and broke down the chemical before it harmed them.

J 3. Which idea is supported by the diagram below?

f

Past
I . evolution occurs over a short period of time
2. aJJ evolution pathways become something today
3. all evolution pathways arc the same length of time and lead to a prcsCnt day animal
~. evolution pathways can be in different directions and may lead to something alive today

14. Which two processes are described as: a single cell dividing into many cells that become different?
l. meiosis and replication
·
2. mitosis and differentiation
3. cloning and growth
4. fertiliz.ation and gamct.c production

15. Wbc:n a species completdy dies out. it is called
1. evolution
2 . extinction
3. mutation

16. When an organism grows back part of its body that is lost, this occms:
1. asexual reproduction with mutations
2. sexual reptOductioo, halffrom each penmt
3. asexual reproduction in dividing cc11s
4. sexual reproduction in dividing cells

4 . succession
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17. Which is 1rue about human male reproduction?
I . releases spcnn for fi:rtilization outside of the bodies.
2. progesterone rcgulate.s spcon production
3. mates cells from food traosportatioo
4. shaJes 90me organs with the excretory systm1

18. When something bad gets in out body, we fight it by
1. making hormones in the body to kill it
2. make antibodies in the body to kill it
3. make antimotics in the body to kill it
4. alter its DNA to kill it

19. Which st.atc:ment about the sex cells below is true?

1. mU~f~/

2. fertilized in the ovary
3. tnmsport DNA
4. produced by mitosis in body cells

20. Carbon dioxide in water is used for photosynthesis by
1. autotrophs
2. parasi1es
3. fungi

4. docompo~

2 1. Which organs would be most likely accepted during a transplant and not recognized as foreign?
I . identical organs cloned from the actual patient
2. similar organs made from genetic engineering to get rid of all the prot.cfus
3. similar organs from monkey and pip
4. similar organs from a close relative
22. What will happen to the number of rabbits if nothing ever bunts them?
1. number docsn't clumge, birth and death rat.es are the same
2. they all will die due to mutation ride increasina
3. numbers will increase until the land can' t support them all
4. numbers will dcaca9c then inacasc forever

•
23.

vaccines hdp fight viruses by
I . stopping fon:ign suhstm>ccs to be made

2. starting antiDody production
3. stopping white blood cells from being made
4 . starting red blood cell production
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24. Cl>emical reactiom occur in all cells, to help speed up the reactioos cellsmllSt have
1. enzymes
2. nuclei
3. chloroplasts
4. organelles

25.

~diagram below

shows how food and energy is pwcd through some living things..

Which will cause the mouse population to DECREASE?
1. increase in frogs and trees
2. decrease in snakes and hawks

3. increase in decomposers
4. decrease in sunlight for the plaots

26. flowers have colored petals that attract insects for pollinltion. Some colors are caused by chemicals that
kill insects and keep them from eating the flower. Which statement is true?
J• chemicals affect plants and not animals
2. organisms of every niche are_catcn by herbivores
3. all chemicals protect against insects
4. organisms interact in both positive and negative ways

27. Ifa fire bums down a forest completely, in 150 ya.rs the area will most likely
1. stay bare
2. return to being a Coren
3. become a rain forest
4. become a wedmd

•
28. Continuing to destroy the ozone will
I . increase skin cancer from the sun
2. decrease~ pollution

3. increase in ocean stability
4. decrease in weather changes
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29. Increasing acid in a mountain's lake is most likely caused by
1. increased ecological succession
2. new species in the lake
3. air pollution from smoke stacks
4. planting trees and shrubs around lakes

30. Why would cutting a forest down and replacing it with a corn field be bad?
1. it increases the carbon dioxide released
2. it increases the siz.e of the predators
3. it decreases the different kinds of species living in the area
4. it decreases the amount of soil eroded away
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